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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Voorhees Center has embarked on a study of neighborhood change in the Chicago metropolitan region (1970-2010) that examines how households based on income levels are spatially distributed. While we have seen increasing wealth and growth in population in the city center and north along the lake, there has also been an emptying out of the city’s primarily African American communities south and west, of which many but not all are lower income. This trend has led many to talk about Chicago as two cities. The region has also seen shifts with greater poverty and growing numbers of lower income families and immigrants living in suburbs than in the past. Today we present our initial findings which reveal clear patterns of income polarization but it also shows a complex though often predictable landscape. The divide is deepening and the question is what can we do about it.



“It was the best of times,         
it was the worst of times…” 

a tale of two cities… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Tale of Two Cities, written by Charles Dickens, begins with this famous line. The next is it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishnessI want to explore these extremes today in Chicago and then look at changes over time



best of times! 

Thousands of NEW market-rate apartments 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to Crain's Business, there will be 7000 new market rental apts in and around the loop by 2015South LoopAnother SONO at clybourn and HalstedResurrected Shangri La apartments and hotel on Wacker Luxury rentals at Wolf Point on the Chicago riverHalsted street in Greek town



worst of times? 

Growing gap between rich and poor 
Real income has declined 
Population lost, not gaining 
Segregation continues  
Crime is higher than ever  
Schools are in turmoil 
    
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data follows for each



Chicago's richest 5 percent 
earned $201,460, while 
those in the poorest 20 
percent earned $16,078 

Brookings Institute 2014 

inequality 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chicago is 8th in wealth gap of top 50 cities – rate is 95th divided by 20th percentile



income 

$37,019 $38,625 
$46,877 

2000    2010 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
City of Chicago only - Income has actually fallen when adjusted for inflation



Change 2000-2010 
     200,000 people 
  90% African  
          American 
     8.8% Families  
     9.2% Non-families 

 

population 
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Region grew 0.3% 2012-13 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most population loss was on south and west side Even though the population loss was significant, the number of households did not change much == less than half percentBUT what was not really talked about is that families were replaced by non-familiesThat means fewer children. But not necessarily fewer households needing housingBetween 2000-2010 the number of kids under 18 shrunk by 138,000. The majority were school age (105,000 were 5-17)



segregation 
African American 2010 Latinos 2010 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enough said



homicide 
2013 

83% from 
Gunshot 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These patterns are all too familiar though its clear that just about every community had a homicide.Source: http://www.heyjackass.com/



schools 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This map shows just last year. Based on research by Pew Charitable Trust on 12 cities that included Chicago , 42% re-use closed school buildings for charter schools though the research also says that Chicago is behind other big cities. New York: 4.7%San Francisco: 5.9%Atlanta: 10.3%Chicago: 11.1%Dallas: 11.7%Los Angeles: 14.9%Houston: 17.8%Philadelphia: 23.4%San Antonio: 25.6%St. Louis: 31.1%Detroit: 33.7%Washington, D.C.: 41.1%New Orleans: 76.3%Source: http://www.wbez.org/news/chicago-proposes-closing-53-elementary-schools-firing-staff-another-6-106202#maphttp://www.chicagomag.com/Chicago-Magazine/The-312/February-2013/Chicago-Charter-School-Enrollment-Climbs-Still-Behind-Other-Major-Cities/



“Rahm Emanuel is building a Second City. 
Two cities really…One white, one black. 
One for the rich, one for the poor. One for 
private schools, one for closed schools. A 
new Chicago for the saved and the damned. 
Gold coast heavens and low-end hells. It's 
biblical, binary.” Kevin Koval, Poet & Author, Founder Louder 
Than A Bomb: The Chicago Youth Poetry Festival, April 3, 2014 

where is Chicagoland heading? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have been watching Chicagoland, which has focused a lot on schools and violence but not really directly on income inequality even though it talks about poverty. Poverty is not the same as income inequality and polarization.I found this commentary last week  interesting especially since many have been talking extensively about Chicago becoming two cities –  The author, Kevin Koval who is a poet, goes on to say that “The slick series "Chicagoland" glosses over issues such as economic injustice, white supremacy, the declining middle class and the school to prison pipeline. Chicago on TV appears in a vacuum, rather than in the torrent of history.” Kevin Koval April 3, 2014 http://www.cnn.com/2014/04/02/opinion/coval-chicagoland-rahm-emanuel/index.html



Alan Voorhees was 
concerned with 

“economic colonization” 
–clusters of poor people 

in neighborhoods that 
have little access to 

adequate housing and 
transportation. 

“It’s a nationwide problem. I saw it around 
the university some time ago and I felt UIC 
should get involved.” 

back to the future… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That resonates with what we do at Voorhees – put things into context – we situate and make relevant the conditions in communities, connecting it to the history of the city and change in communities over time.At our roots is the issue of inequality and polarization, or what Alan Voorhees called economic colonization. 10 years ago we were focused on gentrification and uneven development in ChicagoToday, we are launching a new dialogue – one that aims to be “radical” by considering how we deal with the root or origin of inequality and how we can deal with it through community work. This also takes the Voorhees Center to its roots, to the concerns that founded our work.To be effective, we are asking you: What can we do to reveal and respond to inequality in Chicagoland? 



income inequality 1970-2010 
Chicago and metro region 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To better understand what is happening in Chicago we decided to examine how households are spatially distributed in Chicago and the region by income, and how that has changed over time. We were specifically looking to see if there is a grouping of neighborhoods based on consistent trend in income levels and changes over time.  
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Presentation Notes
This is not Chicago! This is Toronto. http://3cities.neighbourhoodchange.ca/The following trend analysis and maps were produced following a model used by researchers at the University of Toronto to study neighborhood change in Toronto, which you will hear more about later this morning. What they did was look at neighborhoods by income (low, middle and high) and how they changed over time. Neighborhoods are low if 20% below median and high if more than 20% above median. The middle is what is in between (Median +/- 20%). What they found: THE MIDDLE-INCOME AREA OF THE CITY SHRANK DRAMATICALLY BETWEEN 1970 AND 2005, WHILE THE HIGH INCOME AREA INCREASED SLIGHTLY AND THE LOW-INCOME AREA INCREASED SUBSTANTIALLY.POVERTY HAS MOVED FROM THE CENTRE TO THE EDGES OF THE CITY.
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Presentation Notes
Over time, we see clear patterns emerge – which is now is referred to as the Three Cities Within Toronto. 



“While all cities can be divided into 
various groupings, the important finding 
in this research is the consistent trend 
over time: the three groups of 
neighbourhoods are changing at 
different rates and moving further apart.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We decided to apply the same analysis to the City of Chicago
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Presentation Notes
These show change over time using the same breaks as TorontoNeighborhoods are low if 20% below median and high if more than 20% above median. The middle is what is in between (Median +/- 20%). 



Chicago 

City #1 
+ 20% or more 
157 Census Tracts 
20% of metro area 

City #2 
+ / - 20% 
175 Census Tracts 
22% of metro area 

City #2 
- 20% or more 
468 Census Tracts 
58% of metro area 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we found was more like two cities with possibility of three – but it was shrinking fastChicago is clearly polarized and has been for quite some time. What was striking is the relatively few middle income tracts.



Chicago 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The data shows that over time there is a clear emptying out of middle income households – something we have known now for a while.The data also shows the large expansion of lower income households in both number and proportion making up nearly two thirds of the population in the city now. Concurrently, we see an increase in higher income households too, but more important perhaps, is the expansion in space nearly doubling the proportion of tracts, which is more striking than the actual  number of people– indicating a spreading out of this population.This is important when we think about the shift from Families to non-families. The change in population 2000-2010 was mostly a loss of low  and moderate income FAMILIESLow income dropped by 222,477 peopleMiddle income dropped by 93,206 peopleAccompanied by an increase (+115,195) in high income INDIVIDUALS and NON-FAMILY HHLDs



Chicago metro area 1970-2010 
1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We replicated their model – using the +/- 20% range for middle and above 20% for high and below 20% for low and found similar changes though not as extremeLow = below $53,851Middle = $53,851 to $79,844High = above $79,844High dropped from 33% to 25%Middle dropped from 45% to 32%Low increased from 22% to 43%



region 

City #1 
+ 20% or more 
335 Census Tracts 
17% of metro area 

City #2 
+ / - 20%  
658 Census Tracts 
33% of metro area 

City #2 
- 20% or more 
988 Census Tracts 
50% of metro area 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We looked at the whole metro area assuming that the middle income would be out in the suburbs. And we did find them, however…Lower income are in pockets of the suburbsHigher income are in city center, north and north shore and outside the city



Outside 
Chicago 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the Middle class is primarily outside Chicago now, the proportion has not really changed even though the number has increased While it has stayed the same in absolute values, it has lost in share overall.Clearly we see an increase in lower income households, which has increased six fold since 1970 to 1.3 million people. However, during this same time, we have seen the middle income group grow in number though not in proportion to low. The same is true for high income households. This is interesting when we then look at what is going on in Chicago in terms of expansion of different groups over time.



e x p a n s i o n  &  contraction 
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Presentation Notes
what is happening to neighborhood space compared to population?City – High income – expanding in space and number but smaller rate of change (proportion) in number than spaceMiddle – significantly shrinking both in space and number relatively at same rate (proportion)Low - significantly growing both in space and number relatively at same rate (proportion)Suburbs – High – significantly shrinking both in space and number relatively at same rate (proportion)Middle – significantly shrinking both in space and number relatively at same rate (proportion)Low - significantly growing both in space and number relatively at same rate (proportion)



neighborhood change1970-2010  
Chicago community areas 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The previous findings have implications for neighborhoods and obviously families but also policy and planning. It also raises the question: what kind of city do we want to become? And might we become under current circumstances?Over the coming months we will be producing maps and data on what is happening in these three cities  – families, immigrants, seniors, transit dependent, education, etcIn the mean time, today, we look at community level data to examine change over time, 1970-2010.The following maps work with community level data. While census tracts give you a finer grain analysis, we know how community groups, funders, the city and residents relate to the community .We did some of this preliminary analysis for the Chicago Community Trust, to see how communities had changed since 2000. It was important to go back further, since many of the patterns observed were actually forming already in 1970.As we pointed out 10 years ago in our study of gentrification – the bigger concern was the unevenness of development and the growing and number of communities that had experienced serious long term disinvestment since 1970.



Large Decrease 
Small Decrease 
About the same 
Small increase 
Large Increase 

After an increase in 1970-80, the South Side’s 
population decreased while the North Side remained 
about the same or increased. The Loop has been 
growing since 1970 and expanded beginning in 
the1990s 

Population Change 1970-2010 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These maps show the change in population in each community area RELATIVE to the change in population of the City as a wholeSo if the city increased, like in the decade 1990-2000, did the community area increase or decrease and then by how much, a small amount or large amount?



Housing Vacancy Rates 1970 - 2010 

Lowest 
Moderately lower 
Average 
Moderately higher 
Highest  

The North Side filled up units over time while the 
South and West Side units emptied out. This 
includes the Loop, Near West Side and South 
Loop where most new development has taken 
place since 1990 and continues to today.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These maps show how the vacancy rate in each community compares to the City’s vacancy rate as a whole in each time period.So if the city increased, like in the decade 1990-2000, did the community area increase or decrease and then by how much, a small amount or large amount?



School Age Children 1970-2010 

The north side has seen a lower than average 
increase in school age children every decade 
beginning in 1970. The south and west sides have 
stayed relatively steady, though in 2010 we see the 
near west side having fewer children as well 

1970 1990 1980 2000 2010 

Highest 
Moderately higher 
Average 
Moderately lower 
Lowest  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These maps show how the PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN in each community compares to the City’s PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN in each time period.NOTE THE LEGEND AND COLOR SCALE ARE OPPOSITE OF WHAT WE USED IN PREVIOUS TWO SLIDES



Income 1970 - 2010 

Lowest 
Moderately lower 
Average 
Moderately higher 
Highest  

Higher income households expand in the 
Loop and North Side, where population 
has increased while lower income 
households decrease on the South Side 
where population is declining 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These maps show how the MEDIAN INCOME LEVEL in each community compares to the City’s MEDIAN INCOME LEVEL in each time period.



Poverty 1970 - 2010  

Lowest 
Moderately lower 
Average 
Moderately higher 
Highest  

West Side Communities had the highest 
rates of poverty since 1970. Poverty rates 
go down in and around the Loop 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These maps show how the POVERTY LEVEL in each community compares to the City’s POVERTY LEVEL in each time period.



College educated 1970 - 2010 

North Side communities have consistently 
had the highest educated people since 
1970, though this has shifted south to 
include the Loop and South Loop.  

Lowest 
Moderately lower 
Average 
Moderately higher 
Highest  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These maps show how the PERCENTAGE COLLEGE EDUCATED in each community compares to the City’s PERCENTAGE COLLEGE EDUCATED in each time period.



Unemployment 1970 - 2010 

Lowest 
Moderately lower 
Average 
Moderately higher 
Highest  

Some communities (East and West Garfield 
Park, Englewood, Riverdale, Grand Boulevard, 
Washington Park) have maintained the highest 
levels of unemployment since 1970 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These maps show how the UNEMPLOYMENT RATE in each community compares to the City’s UNEMPLOYMENT RATE in each time period.



Public Heath Indicators 2004-2008 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These maps show various health conditions in Chicago communities, which are strikingly though not surprisingly aligned with higher rates of poverty and children, below city median income, low education and housing vacancy.



Chicago is two cities, maybe three… 
Lost: 
African Americans 
Middle income 
Families  
School age children  

Gained: 
• Higher income 
• Lower income 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key points looking at data from 1970-2010 for city and region: Growing divide in City– few middle income nhds, growing high income though still small and nearly two thirds low incomeSuburbs have seen greatest increase in low income, though still a small portion compared to high and middle, which has stayed about the same proportionately over timeLost population in Chicago:African American (known)Middle income (suspected; confirmed)Families (not discussed much)School age children (not discussed much but suspected)Population gained is white and upper income – but not that much in total number and proportion of city relatively speaking Generally cities have seen a decline in children due to larger demographic shifts Looking at communities through a housing / real estate lens – data suggests:Moving to opportunity via a housing strategy is limited with a tight market north sideDowntown is likely overbuilding! Vacancy rates and population growth suggest this



Chicago’s future? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planners use scenarios of the future to think about what we want to see a place become or understand what it might become if current conditions continue.In 1992 The Voorhees Center issued a report that used  different scenarios to think about the future of Chicago…Today we are looking at potentially two very different futures for our city. Assuming we do not want either, we want to discuss what we should be doing to take the city and our communities on a different path keeping in mind that many of these trends have been long standing while others are relatively recent changes.First scenario: city grows with influx of European and Asian investorsSecond scenario: city shrinks as families flee to suburbs and beyond  Assuming we would like something between these extremes, we ask now what do we need to do in the next 5 years?Images:Spire 150 stories of luxury housing on the lake (back on the table)Thousands of foreclosures and demolition of vacant properties (Detroit)



Questions? 
UIC Nathalie P. Voorhees Center  
for Neighborhood and Community Improvement 



Discussion 

What gap should we focus on: Poor 
and affluent ? Poor and middle? 

Redistribution of…Wealth? 
Opportunity? Power? 

How do we increase mobility? 

Where do we begin? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DiscussionInspiration -- http://www.brookings.edu/research/opinions/2014/01/08-what-inequality-debate-leaves-out-reeves
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